7-Nitro indazole, a selective neuronal nitric oxide synthase inhibitor in vivo, impairs spatial learning in the rat.
Nitric oxide (NO) is an intercellular messenger that has been suggested to have a role in learning and memory formation. Previous studies with nonselective NO synthase inhibitors have produced contradictory results in learning experiments. However, these drugs also produced blood pressure changes, as NO is an endothelial-derived relaxing factor. A novel NO synthase inhibitor, 7-nitro indazole (7-NI), as a dose (30 mg/kg i.p.) shown previously to inhibit neuronal NO synthase by 85% without affecting blood pressure, produced amnesic effects both in a water maze and in an 8-arm radial maze. Latency as well as distance was greater in the 7-NI group in the water maze while swim speed was not affected. Latency, working memory (WM), and reference memory (RF) errors were also higher in the 7-NI group in the 8-arm maze. At the end of the second training day, these differences were no longer apparent. However, on the fourth training day, a transfer test in the water maze showed that 7-NI had produced a spatial memory deficit, reducing quadrant bias and the number of annulus crossings. Learning of a visual cue task was not affected. No difference between groups was visible in an open field test. We conclude that neuronal NO synthase activity plays a role in learning and memory formation in the rat.